Our Foundation & Terrain

Pratap Mahal, Ajmer serves the Rajput hospitality which was once the sole preserve of royalty, folk dancers, craft artisans and vivid Bani Thani paintings bring alive a rustic Rajasthan on premise.

Resort is spread under 08 acres of the land surrounded by the beautiful Aravalli hills.

Resort location is far from the city stress and pollution, helps relaxing and comfortable our valuable guest and make their stay memorable.

Resort has all the luxuries and though suitable for individual stays, weddings, conferences etc.

Resort has 81 luxury rooms along with the suites, a Multi-Cuisine Restaurant, Recreation Centre, Gymnasium, Swimming Pool, lush green gardens.
By Road

Distance of 135 kms from the state capital Jaipur and 391 kms from the national capital New Delhi.

By Rail

Ajmer is well connected with the major cities of India through a rail network like you can get direct trains from Jaipur, New Delhi, Ahmedabad, Jodhpur etc.

By Air

Nearest Airport- Kishangarh Airport is 25 kms from Ajmer and was inaugurated by Prime Minister Manmohan Singh in Sept 2013. Jaipur International Airport is about 132 Kms away with daily flights to the major cities of India.
Living

Blurring the lines between business and pleasure, the Seleqtions, Pratap Mahal is steeped in heritage, with state of the art amenities for today’s traveller.

PRATAP MAHAL

INCL SELEQTIONS
Superior Room – Courtyard View

Every room comes with contemporary interiors, picturesque views of the courtyard and a private sit-out balcony, a swing, shower cubicle and bathtub.

Deluxe Room – Aravali View

Every room is well equipped to cater to the needs of the urban traveller and comes with spectacular views of the Aravali hills, offering uncompromising comfort with a swing, balcony, shower cubicle and bathtub.
Executive Suite

Dig in the luxury of king-size bed or sink in the bathtub, soak in spectacular views of the courtyard and Aravali hills from your balcony or private garden. Complete with the finest amenities such as four-fixture bathroom, these suites come with appointed living rooms as well.
SeleQtions Suite
The SeleQtions Suite has it all. Views of the courtyard and Aravali hills and a private terrace to lounge around. The comforts of king-size double beds and bathtub. Fully-equipped living area with roof terrace and modern amenities and a four fixture bathroom.
Dining

At Pratap Mahal, Ajmer we're known to transform simple meals into memorable dining experiences.
Aravali – Multi-Cuisine Restaurant

Aravalli has a beautiful rajasthani ambience and we serve our guests round the clock with mouth-watering dishes made from the freshest, local produce. Our kitchen stays open 24/7, one can choose to eat on schedule or on a whim.
Meetings & Banquets

From corporate retreats to dreamy weddings, an event at The Pratap Mahal holds the promise of extraordinary style.
Darbar Hall

A pillar less hall with an area of 5500 sq.ft with the attached pre-function area appropriate for wedding functions, family get-togethers, conferences at large scale etc.
Celebration Area

PRATAP MAHAL

INCL. SELECTIONS
Recreational Centre
An Activity area where we have indoor games for all age groups and is complementary for our in-house guests.

Fitness centre
Our guests are very valuable to us, keeping in mind for their good health, we have gymnasium in the hotel premises with the good exercise machines complementary for our in-house guests.
Experiences
Wilderness Experience Dinner

Dining in wilderness is one of the few unique experiences at Rajasthan. The venue is a 5 min drive from the resort, and leads you to middle of nowhere but foothills of the Aravali mountains. It’s a deep rough countryside area away from modern intruders like light or electricity. The chef creates a special menu based on lost recipes of Rajasthan. This evening is further enriched with live performances of Sufi/folk music along with Kalbeliya dancers, to make for a fantastic experience while you having your favourite cocktails.
Camel Safari
Ajmer Dargah is the tomb of Sufi saint Khwaja Muin-ud-din Chishti, who came to Ajmer from Persia in 1192 and died in Ajmer in 1236. The tomb gained its significance during the time of the Mughals with several emperors adding to the buildings. Construction of the shrine was completed by Humayun, and the gate was added by the Nizam of Hyderabad. Mughal emperor Akbar used to make the pilgrimage to the dargah from Agra every year.
Brahma Temple Visit and Pushkar Ghat Aarti

Guest can visit Brahma Temple of Pushkar followed by evening Ghat aarti. Evening aarti is a not-to-miss experience for everyone, believer or non-believer. People assemble in the temples across the Ghats. As the chants begin the atmosphere gets filled with the fragrance of incense sticks and roses. The sound of ringing bells & nagara comes in chorus from numerous temples surrounding the lake. The whole ambience feels divine and transports you to a different world altogether. While the evening sky fills with the gold of the setting sun, the lake looks gorgeous. It commences at 6:50 pm during summers and 5:15 pm during winters.
Kishangarh Fort Visit and Hi Tea

Built in 1649 by Maharaja Roop Singh, the enticing fort of Kishangarh is an epitome of the Rajput and Mughal styles of architecture. An excellent showcase of the tremendous glory of both the solemn styles, the fort is also named after its ruler. The Pool Mahal Palace, which was constructed in 1870, served as the royal palace of the Kishangarh Maharaja. The fort lies about 45 minutes from Pratap Mahal. We offer our guest a visit to unseen fort, of kishangarh followed by Hi Tea in the palace below.
Trail will take you to deep into the nature, breathe away from the city pollution.

It two hour’s activity, followed by packed breakfast at hills.
Thank You.

Tel: +91 145-6620000
Email: book.pratapmahal@seleqtons.hotels.com